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Q1 The coordinates of right ankle joint in pixel values collected from a video are
given in table 1.

(a) If 1 III is equal to 500 pixels, calculate coordinates in m with respect to left
lower corner if the vertical size of image is 768 pixels.

(b) Calculate velocity and acceleration using central difference method.

(c) How do you calculate velocity and acceleration at end points.

(d) Deri ve the cubic interpolation function in terms of end values of posi tion
and velocities for a duration of T s.

(e) Using end values of position and velocities as computed above, calculate
intermediate positions, velocities and accelerations.

Table - 1 : Pixel coordinates of right ankle joint
frame origin : left upper corner

Time(ms) 0 160 320 480 640 800
x pixel 0 31 93 165 225 250
y pixel 725 706 706 718 731 738

Q2 (a) How do you model muscles using spring dashpot elements?

(0) Derive two diflerent models of muscle using spring dash pot elements.

(c) Compare the results at Lime, t=5 seconds for each model if the models are
activated with an initial stress 0"0 = 80 N/mm2 Use E = Eo = 100Gpa and
II, = 4 X 1010 P.

Q3 (a) Show different components of a cell.

(b) The one end of a 15pm microtubule is fixed and the other end is hinged.
A motor protein is applying all axial force of 12p I. Derive the equation of deflec-
tion and find deflection and slope at each quarter points of its length. EI=28 x
LO-24N/m2
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Q4 (a) State the characteristics of the hip joint. Name two muscles associated with
hip joint.

(b) State the principle of calculation of different muscle forces in musculo skeletal
system. Give an example.

(c) State basic principles to find maximum range of long jump.

(d) What is sarcomere? State the requirement of myosin and actin in muscles.

(e) Describe different types of vertebrae ill spine.

(f) Name limbs or bones associated with different movements: (i)abduction
vs. adduction, (ii) flexion vs. extension, (iii) dorsiflextion vs. plantar flexion, (iv)
elevation vs. depression and (v) eversion vs. inversion
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